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THE ART OF THE REAL: USA 1948-1968, a major summer exhibition at The Museum of 

Modern Art (July 5 - September 8) , explores a significant identifiable change: the 

development in abstract art that is maximal in color and minimal in form and an 

unprecedented interaction between painting and sculpture. 

To demonstrate his thesis, Guest Director E. C. Goossen, well-known critic and 

now Chairman of the Department of Art at Hunter College, has restricted his selec

tion to 57 works by 33 artists whose similarity in formal means allows the visitor 

to perceive their distinct differences. Among them are Paul Feeley, Donald Judd, 

Ellsworth Kelly, Barnett Newman, Tony Smith, Frank Stella, as well as some younger 

less well-known artists. Some of the works chosen are familiar, but were included 

because of their historical significance; most of them, however, have seldom or 

never been seen before, and several were made specifically for this occasion. 

"The new attitude has been turning art inside out; instead of perceptual 

experience being accepted as the means to an end, it has become the end in 

itself,.,. The spectator is not given symbols, but facts, to make of them what he 

can. They do not direct his mind nor call up trusted cores of experience, but lead 

him to the point where he must evaluate his own peculiar responses. Thus what was 

once concealed within art - the technical devices employed by the artist - is now 

overtly revealed; and what was once the outside - the meaning of its forms - has 

been turned inside." This "art of the real," however, does not strive to be 

realistic - i.e. like the real - but to be as real in itself as the things we 

experience every day: the things we see, feel> knock against, and apprehend in 

normal physical ways. 

In an essay in the catalogue* accompanying the show, Mr. Goossen traces the 

development of this trend. At the ti«i0 abstract expressionism was reaching its 
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THE ART OF THE REAL: USA"19U8-1968 by B.C. Goossen. 6k pages; 50 illustrations 
(9 in color). Paperbound $2.50. Distributed by New York Graphic Society, Ltd. 


